Absolute lymphocyte counts at end of induction correlate with distinct immune cell compartments in pediatric B cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
Several retrospective studies in children with B cell precursor (BCP) acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) provided clinical evidence that higher absolute lymphocyte counts (ALC) early into treatment significantly correlated with improved relapse-free and overall survival. It still remains unknown, however, whether the predictive role of higher ALCs reflects general bone marrow recovery or a more specific attribute of immune function. To investigate this question, we implemented a prospective observational cohort study in 20 children with BCP ALL on day 29 (D29) of induction chemotherapy and immunophenotyped their lymphoid (T, B and natural killer cells) and myeloid (neutrophils, monocytes, dendritic cells) compartments. In a first evaluation of a cohort treated with Children's Oncology Group-based induction chemotherapy, the immune cell compartments were differentially depleted at D29. Neither gender, risk status, minimal residual disease, nor bone marrow recovery markers correlated with D29 ALC. In contrast, both CD3+ T cell and dendritic cell compartments, which did not correlate with age, significantly correlated with D29 ALC (p < 0.0001). In addition, subset complexity of cellular immune compartments was preserved at D29. This study reveals that D29 ALC significantly correlates with distinct immune cell compartments but not with bone marrow recovery markers, suggesting that higher D29 ALCs may contribute to leukemia control by inducing specific host immune activity.